2003 explorer xlt

A majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded,
salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years,
CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped
millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly
hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car
shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition,
CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and
sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built
up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including government offices, law
enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and
many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has collected information
from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth.
Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle
imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us and we have a lot
of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you
unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of
users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to detect mileage rollback?
Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the selling process of used cars.
However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to
detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a
few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How
important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains
the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can find the complete
history of service records. Make a VIN Search. Reliability indicates how models have performed
in the past, providing the basis for predicting how the vehicles will hold up in the year ahead.
These charts provide the most comprehensive reliability information available to consumers.
Based on information received from our latest subscriber survey, our reliability history charts
give you a rundown on how used vehicles are holding up in 17 potential trouble spots, ranging
from the engine, transmission, and brakes to power equipment and the electrical system. Learn
more about car Reliability. The Reliability score is based on our latest subscriber survey of Ford
Explorer owners. The owner comments describe problems respondents experienced with this
vehicle. Shocks or struts, ball joints, tie rods, wheel bearings, alignment, steering linkage
includes rack and pinion , power steering pumps and hoses, leaks , wheel balance, springs or
torsion bars, bushings, electronic or air suspension. Once an alignment was performed the
steering was centered". At k miles I feel that this is normal maintenance. Adding grease joints
would help alleviate the problem". I seriously considered junking the vehicle but I was very
happy with it till then and can now say I am happy I did make the investment". Also replaced
rear tie rod bushing which had disintagrated. Needed replacement". Required replacement is
needed again now". The steering wheel wobbled. Ford does not have a replacement part nor do
they sell the entire steering assy. I had to go to a salvage yard and cannibalize parts to fix the
steering. It takes more force to turn the wheel. Happens at all speeds and circumstances. Over
the last two weeks the car has become undrivable". Investigation revealed worn ball joints
discussed previously And worn tie rod ends. I feel that this is acceptable wear with k on the
vehicle. Replaced worn parts, vehicle now handles perfectly. Fortunately I brought it in for a
very expensive repair job before an accident occurred". On the left side, the axle had to be cut
out sine it was so rusted to put in the new bearings". Even with major brand USge". I replace L
Drivers Side with high quality parts almost annually". He stated that these bearings often fail.
First one went when car was only 6 yeas old". Had both replaced. Also had the front ones
replaced. Should be a recall". This was done along with a tire rotation, balance and alignment.
The vehicle is now in excellent condition". Power or manual windows, locks and latches,
tailgate, hatch or trunk, doors or sliding doors, mirrors, seat controls, safety belts, sunroof,
convertible top. Ford has always denied responsibility for this very common problem in
Explorers of this vintage. There is a crack in the hatch from normal use". Ford wouldn't fix after
warranty expired, claiming the matter was cosmetic". The panel below the hatch window is
cracked in several places. I've seen this as a common problem with all Explorers of this vintage.
Elected not to repair to risk same". The crack in mine has gotten larger and deeper and any day
now I expect the back glass to blow out like I has for so many people. The specific problem has
not been found. Also the blend door was inoperable. Discover that issue after moving to the
Northeast and wanting to use the heater. Have to manually open the baffle. Repair quote was
too costly to take out the system to determine. Diagnosed by Ford Dealer as a pin whole leak in
the condenser. Paid to have new condenser installed. Fixed problem". Lights would stay on".
The entire system now does not generate or distribute heat. Mechanics took it all apart and

made it worse". Repair cost estimates are more than the car is worth Blue Book. Also, several of
the the damper actuators which control the airflow dash, floor, defrost, etc. Did this twice. Can't
find leak". It was expected as this is the first time it has had to be charged since it was
purchased. Antilock system ABS , parking brake, master cylinder, calipers, rotors, pulsation or
vibration, squeaking, brake failure or wear. Just one of the number of peripheral issues we've
had with this year of Explorer". Repairs were made a a Ford dealer in Florida since I was miles
away from home, on vacation. Both rear calipers and pads were replaced new along with both
new rotors, since both should be replaced at the same time on the same axle". The parking
brake is poorly designed causing you to maintain two sets of braking systems in the". I had it
repaired when it reached a point that I noticed a problem". Alternator, starter, hybrid battery and
related systems, regular battery, battery cables, engine harness, coil, ignition switch, electronic
ignition, distributor or rotor failure, spark plugs and wires failure. It was happening so often that
we had to begin keeping the driver door unlocked so it wouldn't go off. Very irritating. We
cannot keep anything of value in the vehicle. No problems since. It does come back once in a
while and then goes out again. Just a symptom of a car built with poor quality control". The
wires in the repair kit the dealer installed were clearly too short to allow for full tilting of the
steering wheel so when a driver tilted the wheel all the way down, the wires broke. I was then
told it was the alternator. It was replaced Replaced it and car started fine". Paint fading,
chalking, cracking, or peeling , loose interior and exterior trim or moldings, rust. Painted over it
thru dealer ship but now it is peeling off again -- just on the hood". Eventhough we live in
interior Oregon, that problem got worse in this last year and is now in 5 places". Road dirt and
salt accumulate and hold moisture thus causing rust". It literally blew up. Had to be replaced
with new automatic transmission". There were some speculation that the fluids had not been
replaced, but not entirely sure this was the case". Mine is very noisy with what I believe to be
gear noise rather than bearing noise. I plan on repairing it with new gear set and bearings
myself". Driveshaft was also leaking fluid around seal. Transmission rebuild or replacement,
torque converter, clutch replacement. Had it rebuilt. Serviced on a regular basis". THis is
common in approc 80k intervals". As well as differential twice. Muffler, pipes, catalytic
converter, exhaust manifold, leaks. Not too bad a job for a DIY project. Has run well since. Had
to replace the whole system to just start the engine. Dealer says cat conv. Price is ridiculous!!!
Haven't replaced it yet, but will soon". A large bill for labor in particular". On high mileage
vehicles, what can you expect. I am very pleased with Ford Explorer's". Restart vehicle and
Gage goes back up. If left alone fix engine light comes on. Maybe sending unit". A clean-up by a
good mechanic fixed problem with no parts required". Was replaced and fuel economy seems
to be better. We have been unable to locate the leak. This does not appear to cause water to
come into the vehicle but they dangle down and had to be cut. I put them back but they kept
falling off. Engine rebuild or replacement, cylinder head, head gasket, turbo or supercharger,
timing chain or timing belt. We had it replaced simply because my wife really liked the Explorer
and wanted to keep it rather than shop for something new. The new engine has been fine. The
design of the engine requires removal of the engine to replace the timing belt located at the rear
of the engine. The certified repair shop didn't notice that the head gasket was in need of repair.
When the head gasket blew, the ford dealership had the car for a week and never was able to". I
took it into the dealer right away. This was more than the car was worth so I sold it for salvage".
Bluetooth , voice control commands, steering wheel controls, portable music device interface e.
Accessory belts and pulleys, engine computer, engine mounts, engine knock or ping, oil leaks.
Under the engine, drive shaft, rear differential. Gear selector or linkage, leaks, transmission
computer, transmission sensor or solenoid, clutch adjustment, rough shifting, slipping
transmission. An aftermarket fix was installed and has return the transmission to good
performance". I had no issues before this or problems with this vehicle". Radiator, cooling fan,
antifreeze leaks, water pump, thermostat, overheating. Got tired of taking to the garage repair.
Fortunately, engine was not damaged". Cruise control, clock, warning lights, body control
module, keyless entry, wiper motor or washer, tire pressure monitor, interior or exterior lights,
horn, gauges, 12V power plug, remote engine start, alarm or security system. The requirement
to fix was to drill out the old spark plug part place a helicoil before installing a new spark plug.
The mechanic stated this was a typical problem with Ford aluminum blocks". Finally had AAA
come out and they diagnosed the starter. Reactivate now to get the information you were
looking for! If you feel you have received this message in error, please view our customer care
FAQs or access your account information here. Sign In. Become a Member. Remember Me. Not
a member? Need further assistance? Please call Member Services at Unlock Ratings. New Used
Ford Explorer Change Vehicle. While the current Explorer is a vast improvement over its
predecessor, it competed in a market with many more choices. Still, its steady ride and
versatile, well-designed interior made for a well-rounded package. Its main drawbacks were an

unrefined V6 engine and unimpressive performance on our off-road course. There are 7 recalls
on this vehicle. Learn More. Overall Reliability. Most Common Trouble Spots. Common Trouble
Spot. See all Potential Trouble Spots. View Recalls. Worse Better. Overall Reliability Verdict.
Engine Major. Engine Minor. Engine Cooling. Transmission Major. Transmission Minor. Drive
System. Fuel System. Electric System. Climate System. Body Integrity. Body Hardware. Power
Equipment. In-car Electronics. Show More Trouble Spots. Show Fewer Trouble Spots. Based on
information received from our latest subscriber survey for about , vehicles, our reliability
history charts give you a rundown on how through vehicles are holding up in 17 potential
trouble spots, ranging from the engine, transmission, and brakes to power equipment and the
electrical system. NA indicates that we did not receive a large enough sample size to provide
data for a specific year. An X indicates that the vehicle was not manufactured for a specific year.
What Owners Say. Alignment "When the ball-joint job was done, the shims were not put in and
threw off the front-end alignment resulting in steering being off center. Adding grease joints
would help alleviate the problem" James L. I seriously considered junking the vehicle but I was
very happy with it till then and can now say I am happy I did make the investment" Eric O.
Required replacement is needed again now" Kim H. Fortunately I brought it in for a very
expensive repair job before an accident occurred" Keith G. On the left side, the axle had to be
cut out sine it was so rusted to put in the new bearings" Dennis-Ellen S. First one went when
car was only 6 yeas old" Mike R. The vehicle is now in excellent condition" Joseph V. Doors or
sliding doors "split or crack in rear door hatch" Jerry B. There is a crack in the hatch from
normal use" Ann B. Elected not to repair to risk same" R M. Lights would stay on" Dennis-Ellen
S. Both rear calipers and pads were replaced new along with both new rotors, since both should
be replaced at the same time on the same axle" Anonymous, VA Ford Explorer XLT 4. The
parking brake is poorly designed causing you to maintain two sets of braking systems in the"
William M. Alarm or security system excluding aftermarket systems "Security alarm goes off for
no reason. Painted over it thru dealer ship but now it is peeling off again -- just on the hood"
Ann B. Road dirt and salt accumulate and hold moisture thus causing rust" Ronald H. Had to be
replaced with new automatic transmission" John P. There were some speculation that the fluids
had not been replaced, but not entirely sure this was the case" Terry K. I plan on repairing it
with new gear set and bearings myself" John G. Transmission rebuild or replacement "At K
miles transmission was slow to shift and behaving somewhat erratically. THis is common in
approc 80k intervals" Robert S. Haven't replaced it yet, but will soon" Glenn O. Emission control
devices includes EGR "Carbon filter developed leak and had to be replaced. Maybe sending
unit" Larry C. A clean-up by a good mechanic fixed problem with no parts required" Richard G.
Engine rebuild or replacement "Original engine failed - typical for the year I assume. When the
head gasket blew, the ford dealership had the car for a week and never was able to" Jack R.
This was more than the car was worth so I sold it for salvage" Thomas C. Oil leaks "engine
valve cover gasket leaks after high mileage at K, repaired after K miles. An aftermarket fix was
installed and has return the transmission to good performance" Kurtis W. I had no issues
before this or problems with this vehicle" Edward P. Overheating "I was always dealing with
over heating with oil and water pump. Fortunately, engine was not damaged" Robert N. Spark
plugs or wires failure "The number 8 spark plug blew out from the engine. See All Trouble
Spots. Compare Models. Similar Cars. Chevrolet TrailBlazer. Ford Explorer. Honda Pilot. Toyota
4Runner. This score shows whether the model had more or fewer problems overall than the
average model of that year, calculated from the total number of problems reported by
subscribers in all 17 trouble spots. Read Recall Details. What should you do:. AT Potential
Number of Units Affected: Hide Recall Details. Show More. Check Vehicle for Unrepaired
Recalls. Recall Look-up. Change Vehicle. Ready to Shop Local Inventory? Select Another
Vehicle. More From Consumer Reports. Make a Donation Newsletters Give a Gift. You no longer
have digital access to ratings and reviews. I bought my Explorer from the same dealership that
sold it to the original owner, and that owner had followed the service schedule to the letter as
shown in the Carfax report. It had , miles on it when I bought it in , it's got , miles now. I don't
much like trucks, being a sports car kind of driver, but I really like the Explorer which btw
handles WAY better than you'd expect, due no doubt to the IRS. I am quite happy with my
Explorer. This is the first Ford product I have owned and it has changed my opinion of Ford. I
have owned this SUV for about 5 years and have found it to be very reliable. I have done mainly
routine maintanence. I have not had any transmission problems. I have replace a couple of
wheel bearings. But, I now have , K on the car. It doesn't burn a drop of oil and goes through
any amount of snow. After reading through the Cons. Reviews on this site, I felt the need to
comment on my bullet proof Ford Explorer. I am at 99, miles and have had not one problem and
the engine and smooth transmission still perform like the day I bought it. Before my daughter's
try outs for a local perf. Through major snow storms that kept most in their homes, we were

able to tackle the snow and ice with ease and still make it to her lessons. The ride and handling
are exemplary and the hwy ride is very quiet-my family and I feel no pressure to speak up during
front-to-3rd convers. I follow the maint. I absolutely love my explorer had it for 2 years and no
major problems bought it when it had miles on it and it now has miles. One thing I learned is its
not the vehicle it's the driver that makes stupid mistakes. Just cause its an suv doesn't mean
it's meant for off road use. I also disagree with the gas mileage I have the 4. Absolutely love it!!!
This has been a very reliable vehicle for my family. It is my daily runner back-and-forth to work
22 miles each way , as well as our long distance driver frequent trips out-of-state. With almost K
miles, I thought maybe I'd start having problems, but so far I've had to put very little into it. I
bought it at K miles and since then have had issues with electronic things like the security
alarm would go off when the doors were locked and after trips to local dealerships with no
answers, out local repair guy disconnected two sensors in the doors. The lights don't come on
now when you open those doors, but it also fixed the issue with the alarm going off for no
reason. Other fixes have included a new starter just a few miles ago, but mostly I've only ever
had wear and tear things need replaced like brakes and rotors. I have a third row seat that isn't
used often, but when we do haul other family and friends with us, I love that extra seating. The
storage is fantastic and the front seats have plenty of leg room. The back seat isn't as roomy as
my daughter would prefer, but she travels well back there. I average miles per gallon between
high way and city driving. I am struggling with how long to keep this great vehicle. It has very
little rust although a problem of this year Explorer is the back hatch cracking under the glass. It
did have one crack when I bought it and now it has two. I really do love this trust worthy vehicle!
Popular searches. My notifications My Account. More about the Explorer. View Photos. List
Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Filter by: All ratings 5 stars 4 stars 3 stars 2 stars 1
star. Items per page:. Write a review See all Explorers for sale. Sponsored cars related to the
Explorer. Sign Up. This page is for personal, non-commercial use. We get it. Ads can be
annoying. But ads are also how we keep the garage doors open and the lights on here at
Autoblog - and keep our stories free for you and for everyone. And free is good, right? If you'd
be so kind as to allow our site, we promise to keep bringing you great content. Thanks for that.
And thanks for reading Autoblog. To: Keesee Motor. I live at the following street address. Please
call me at. Thank you. By clicking the button, you agree to our terms. Back Send Message. Back
Close. To: King Motors Featuring Chris To: Andy Yeager Motors. To: Schroeder's Motors. To:
Taylor's Auto Sales. To: SCA Auction. More Listings. Research Another Vehicle. We notice
you're using an ad blocker. Please consider allowing Autoblog. Allow Us! Here's how to disable
adblocking on our site. Click on the icon for your Adblocker in your browser. A drop down
menu will appear. Select the option to run ads for autoblog. The exact text will differ depending
on the actual application you have running. Refresh the Autoblog page you were viewing. Hey
again! You still haven't turned off your adblocker or allowed our site. It only takes a few
seconds. You must be logged in to perform that action. You must have JavaScript enabled to
experience the new Autoblog. Please follow the instructions below to enable JavaScript in your
browser. By choosing this color:. Cancel Change Color. By choosing this option:. Cancel
Confirm. Updating Configuration Quick Links. See also: Workshop Manual , Owner's Manual.
Instrument Cluster. Entertainment Systems. Climate Controls. Manual heating and air
conditioning. Electronic automatic temperature control. Driver Controls. Power windows. Speed
control. Message center. Locks and Security. Anti-theft system. Ford motor company
automobile quick reference guide 2 pages. Ford motor company ford taurus owner's guide
pages. Page 3 Ford Motor Company. Ford may change the contents without notice and without
incurring obligation. Page 4: Introduction State of California to cause cancer and birth defects
or other reproductive harm. Please take the time to get well acquainted with your vehicle by
reading this handbook. The more you know and understand about your vehicle the greater the
safety and pleasure you will derive from driving it. In this guide, answers to such questions are
contained in comments highlighted by the warning triangle symbol. Page 6 This information
may be stored during regular operation or in a crash or near crash event. Page 7 Using your
vehicle as an ambulance Do not use this vehicle as an ambulance. Your vehicle is not equipped
with the Ford Ambulance Preparation Package. Page 8: Vehicle Symbol Glossary Introduction
These are some of the symbols you may see on your vehicle. Many lights will illuminate when
you start your vehicle to make sure the bulb works. If the light is blinking, engine misfire is
occurring which could damage your catalytic converter. Drive in a moderate fashion avoid
heavy acceleration and deceleration and have your vehicle serviced immediately. Page 12
Instrument Cluster Air bag readiness: If this light fails to illuminate when ignition is turned to
ON, continues to flash or remains on, have the system serviced immediately. A chime will also
sound when a malfunction in the supplemental restraint system has been detected. If the light
remains on, have the system serviced immediately. Four wheel drive low if equipped :

Illuminates when four-wheel drive low is engaged. Page 15 Instrument Cluster Engine coolant
temperature gauge: Indicates engine coolant temperature. If it enters the red section, the engine
is overheating. Stop the vehicle as soon as safely possible, switch off the engine and let the
engine cool. Page 16 Instrument Cluster Tachometer: Indicates the engine speed in revolutions
per minute. Driving with your tachometer pointer continuously at the top of the scale may
damage the engine. Battery voltage gauge: Indicates the battery voltage when the ignition is in
the ON position. If the pointer moves and stays outside the normal operating range as indicated
by arrows , have the Page 18 Entertainment Systems 1. Seek: Works in radio ro CD mode. Page
19 Entertainment Systems 6. Page 20 Entertainment Systems CD: Press to select CD mode.
Page 21 Entertainment Systems Disc tune: Radio: Press to manually tune down or up the radio
frequency band. CD: Press to select the previous track or to select the next track on the CD.
Page 22 Entertainment Systems 3. Cassette door: Insert the cassette with the opening to the
right. The radio will resume playing. Tape: Press to start tape play. Page 23 Entertainment
Systems Page 24 Entertainment Systems Tune: Works in radio mode only. Page 26 Due to
technical incompatibility, certain recordable and re-recordable compact discs may not function
correctly when used in Ford CD players. Irregular shaped CDs, CDs with a scratch protection
film attached, and CDs with homemade paper adhesive labels should not be inserted into the
CD player. Temperature selection: Controls the temperature of the airflow in the vehicle. Air flow
selections: Controls the direction of the airflow in the vehicle. See the following for a brief
description on each control. Select 2. Modulate the temperature control to maintain comfort. Set
the fan speed to HI 5. Direct the outer instrument panel vents towards the side windows To
increase airflow to the outer instrument panel vents, close the vents located in the middle of the
instrument panel. Page 29 Climate Controls 3. Passenger side temperature control: Controls the
temperature on the passenger side of the vehicle when in dual zone mode. To enter dual zone,
press the passenger temperature control or DUAL. The passenger temperature will appear in
the display. Page 30 Climate Controls Manual override controls: Allows you to manually
determine where airflow is directed. To return to fully automatic control, press AUTO. Fan
Speed: Used to manually enable or disable the fan speed. Page 32 Climate Controls 3. Fan
control: Determines fan speed levels. Turn to REAR to give rear seat passengers control of the
rear auxiliary controls. Otherwise, the front controls will determine the settings for the entire
vehicle cabin. If set to OFF, the front and rear auxiliary controls will not function. Rear auxiliary
controls if equipped : Once the front auxiliary control is set to REAR, the rear seat passengers
may use the rear auxiliary controls in the overhead console to make the Press the rear defroster
control to clear the rear window of thin ice and fog. The ignition must be in the ON position to
operate the rear window defroster. Turns on the parking lamps, instrument panel lamps, license
plate lamps and tail lamps. Turns the headlamps on. Autolamp delay system The autolamp
system sets the headlamps to turn on and off automatically. Page 35 Lights Always remember
to turn on your headlamps at dusk or during inclement weather. The Daytime Running Light
DRL System does not activate your tail lamps and generally may not provide adequate lighting
during these conditions. Failure to activate your headlamps under these conditions may result
in a collision. Page 36 Lights Move the control to the full down position past detent to prevent
interior lamps from illuminating when the doors are opened. If your vehicle is involved in an
accident or if you have problems fixing the alignment of your headlamps, have them checked by
a qualified service technician. Page 37 Lights 5. Locate the vertical adjuster for each headlamp.
Adjust the aim by turning the adjuster control either clockwise to adjust down or
counterclockwise to adjust up. Note: Use a 4 mm socket or box wrench to turn the vertical
adjuster control. Page 38 Lights NOTE: If your vehicle is equipped with the Remote Keyless
Entry feature, the courtesy lamp will remain on for 25 seconds after the door is shut or until the
ignition is turned to the ON position. Turn off the headlamps and open the hood. Pry up the two
retainer pins until they stop to release the headlamps assembly from the vehicle, then pull
headlamp forward. Turn off the headlamp switch to off. Remove headlamp screw from the bulb
assembly. Disengage lamp assembly. Rotate the bulb socket counterclockwise and remove it
from the lamp assembly. Page 42 Lights Replacing foglamp bulbs 1. Make sure the headlamp
switch is in the OFF position and then remove the plastic splash shield, by removing the two
screws on the front of the fenderwell. Remove the bulb socket from the foglamp by turning it
counterclockwise. Speed dependent wipers: When the wiper control is on, the speed of the
wipers will automatically adjust with the vehicle speed. Page 44 Driver Controls Changing the
wiper blades 1. Pull the wiper arm away from the vehicle. Turn the blade at an angle from the
wiper arm. Push the lock pin manually to release the blade and pull the wiper blade down
toward the windshield to remove it from the arm. Page 48 Driver Controls Illuminated visor
mirror if equipped Lift the mirror cover to turn on the visor mirror lamps. Do not hang any type
of accessory or accessory bracket from the plug. Improper use of the power outlet can cause

damage not covered by your warranty. Press and hold the bottom part of the rocker switch to
open the window. Press and hold the top part of the rocker switch to close the window. To
adjust your mirrors: 1. Rotate the control clockwise to adjust the right mirror and rotate the
control counterclockwise to adjust the left mirror. Press and hold the rocker control to adjust
accelerator and brake pedal toward you or away from you. Page 52 Driver Controls 3. Take your
foot off the accelerator pedal. The indicator light on the instrument cluster will turn on. This will
not erase your vehicles previously set speed. Note: When you turn off the speed control or the
ignition, your speed control set speed memory is erased. To open the moon roof: The moon
roof is equipped with an automatic, one-touch, express opening feature. Page 57 Driver
Controls Do not let children play with the moon roof. They may seriously hurt themselves. Page
58 Driver Controls 1. Press and hold the two outside buttons releasing only when the red light
begins to flash after 20 seconds. Do not repeat step one to program additional hand-held
transmitters to the remaining two HomeLink buttons. This will erase previously programmed
hand-held transmitter signals into HomeLink. Page 59 Driver Controls Note: There are 30
seconds in which to initiate step eight. Return to the vehicle and firmly press, hold for two
seconds and release the HomeLink button. Activation will now occur for the trained product
garage door, gate operator, security system, entry door lock, or home or office lighting etc. For
convenience, the hand-held transmitter of the device may also be used at any time. To turn the
display off or change the display from English to metric see your dealer. Page 62 Driver
Controls 3. Locate compass sensor mounted at base of mirror. Press the button on the top of
the compass module until ZONE appears in the instrument cluster display. Release pressure on
the button and then slowly press it down again. You may select display features on the
message center for a display of status preceded by a brief indicator chime. Page 64 Driver
Controls Compass display The compass reading may be affected when you drive near large
buildings, bridges, power lines and powerful broadcast antenna. Magnetic or metallic objects
placed in, on or near the vehicle may also affect compass accuracy. Usually, when something
affects the compass readings, the compass will correct itself after a few days of operating your
vehicle in normal conditions. Page 65 Driver Controls 6. Press the SETUP control repeatedly
until the correct zone setting for your geographic location is displayed on the message center.
Page 66 Driver Controls Average fuel economy for FFV-equipped vehicles Upon refueling, your
vehicle must determine the percentage of Ethanol in the fuel. The correct fuel economy will
appear within approximately five miles of driving. Page 68 Driver Controls Language 1. Page 69
Driver Controls The sequence of the system check report and how it appears in the message
center is as follows: 1. Page 70 Driver Controls Warning display Status Warning-tire very low if
Warning returns every minute equipped Check engine temperature Warning returns after 10
minutes Transmission overheated Check transmission Low fuel level Check fuel cap Check
charging system Low brake fluid level Low oil pressure Check tire pressure if Warning returns
after the ignition key equipped Page 71 Driver Controls cool. Refer to Transmission fluid in the
Maintenance and specifications chapter. If the warning stays on or continues to come on,
contact your dealer for transmission service as soon as possible. Indicates the transmission is
not operating properly. Indicates the washer fluid reservoir is less than one quarter full. Check
the washer fluid level. Refer to Windshield washer fluid in the Maintenance and specifications
chapter. Displayed when the AdvanceTrac system is not operating properly. Page 73 Driver
Controls 3. Your oil life is now reset. Page 75 Driver Controls To lock the liftgate and the liftgate
window, use the power door locks or press the door lock switch on the left side of the cargo
area. To manually lock or unlock the liftgate, move the button located below the window down
or up. Page 76 Driver Controls Cargo management system The cargo management system
consists of storage compartments located in the floor of the rear cargo area. To open, lift the
release handle and the lid. To close, lower the lid, lift the release handle and press down on the
lid. Page 77 Driver Controls To adjust cross-bar position if equipped : 1. Loosen the
thumbwheel at both ends of the cross-bar both cross-bars are adjustable. Slide the cross-bar to
the desired location. Tighten the thumbwheel at both ends of the cross-bar. Vehicles with a
higher center of gravity such as utility and four-wheel drive vehicles handle differently than
vehicles with a lower center of gravity. Always carry a spare key with you in case of an
emergency. Your keys are programmed to your vehicle; using a non-programmed key will not
permit your vehicle to start. If you lose your dealer supplied keys, replacement keys are
available through your authorized dealer. The childproof locks are located on rear edge of each
rear door and must be set separately for each door. Page 80 Locks and Security If there is any
potential remote keyless entry problem with your vehicle, ensure ALL remote entry transmitters
are brought to the dealership, to aid in troubleshooting. Unlocking the doors 1. Note: The
interior lamps will illuminate. Page 81 Locks and Security Memory seat feature if equipped The
remote entry system can also control the memory seat feature. Press to automatically move the

seat to the desired memory position the seat position corresponds to the transmitter being
used. Activating the memory seat feature To activate this feature: 1. Page 82 Locks and Security
To replace the battery: 1. Twist a thin coin between the two halves of the remote entry
transmitter near the key ring. Remove the old battery. Page 83 Locks and Security 4. Note: The
eighth turn must end in the 3 ON position. The doors will lock, then unlock, to confirm that the
programming mode has been activated. Page 85 Locks and Security 2. This must be done within
five seconds of completing step 1. This must be done within five seconds of completing step 2.
Use of these systems may result in vehicle starting problems and a loss of security protection.
Note: Large metallic objects, electronic devices that are used to purchase gasoline or similar
items, or a second coded key on the same key chain may cause vehicle starting issues. Page 87
Locks and Security engine. If a problem occurs, turn the ignition off, remove all objects on the
key chain away from the coded key and restart the engine. Theft indicator The theft indicator is
located on top of the instrument panel. Page 88 Locks and Security Programming spare keys
You can program your own coded keys to your vehicle. Please read and understand the entire
procedure before you begin. Page 89 Locks and Security 9. Remove the newly programmed
coded key from the ignition. Do not pile cargo higher than the seatbacks to reduce the risk of
injury in a collision or sudden stop. Page 93 Seating and Safety Restraints Push control to lower
head restraint. Always drive and ride with your seatback upright and the lap belt snug and low
across the hips. Lift handle to move seat forward or backward. Page 94 Seating and Safety
Restraints Adjusting the front power seat if equipped The control is located on the outboard
side of the seat cushion. Press front to raise or lower the front portion of the seat cushion.
Press rear to raise or lower the rear portion of the seat cushion. The memory seat control is
located on the driver door. Page 96 Seating and Safety Restraints Using the manual lumbar
support For more lumbar support, turn the lumbar support control toward the front of vehicle.
For less lumbar support, turn the lumbar support control toward the rear of vehicle. Press the
lower release control downward to unlatch the seatback. Page 98 Seating and Safety Restraints
For assistance, refer to the label located on the lower position of the opening. Locate handle on
the side of the seat cushion by the door. Push the handle up and push the seatback toward the
front of the vehicle. Page 99 Seating and Safety Restraints 3. To return the seat to a seating
position, flip the seat into the upright position. Make sure the seat is latched to the floor. To exit
the 3rd row seat, pull the red access control lever up releasing the seat from the floor and rotate
the seat up towards the front seat. Locate the lever on the side of the seatback. Pull the lever up
and push the seatback toward the front of the vehicle. Press down on the top outboard area of
the seatback until a click is heard. Page Seating and Safety Restraints To put seat in stowed
position: 1. Pull the seat release lever located on top of the seatback while pushing the seatback
down onto the seat cushion. The seatback will latch into place. Push the closeout panel forward
over the space between the seats. Pull the seat release lever located on top of the seatback
while lifting the seatback into the upright position. The third row seat is equipped with
combination lap and shoulder belts in both seating positions. The fact that the pretensioners or
air bags did not activate for both front seat occupants in a collision does not mean that
something is wrong with the system. Page Seating and Safety Restraints effectiveness of the
safety belts and helps properly position the occupant relative to the air bag to improve
protection. The safety belt pretensioners can be either activated alone or, if the collision is of
sufficient severity, together with the air bags. Front safety belt energy management retractors
The front safety belt energy management retractors allow webbing to be pulled out of the
retractor in a gradual and controlled manner in Page Seating and Safety Restraints Never let a
passenger hold a child on his or her lap while the vehicle is moving. The passenger cannot
protect the child from injury in a collision. All occupants of the vehicle, including the driver,
should always properly wear their safety belts, even when an air bag SRS is provided. Page
Seating and Safety Restraints All safety restraints in the vehicle are combination lap and
shoulder belts. All of the passenger combination lap and shoulder belts have two types of
locking modes described below: Vehicle sensitive mode This is the normal retractor mode,
which allows free shoulder belt length adjustment to your movements and locking in response
to vehicle movement. As the belt retracts, you will hear a clicking sound. This indicates the
safety belt is now in the automatic locking mode. Page Seating and Safety Restraints When the
Safety Canopy system or the front airbags are activated, the safety belt pretensioners for the
driver and right front passenger seating positions will be activated when the respective seatbelt
is properly buckled. Page Seating and Safety Restraints Do not use extensions to change the fit
of the shoulder belt across the torso. Safety belt warning light and indicator chime The safety
belt warning light illuminates in the instrument cluster and a chime sounds to remind the
occupants to fasten their safety belts. Conditions of operation If Page Seating and Safety
Restraints If Page Seating and Safety Restraints Reasons given BeltMinder reminds us to take a

few seconds to buckle up. Page Seating and Safety Restraints One time disable Any time the
safety belt is buckled and then unbuckled during an ignition ON cycle, the BeltMinder will be
disabled for that ignition cycle only. Page if equipped , shoulder belt guide on seatback if
equipped , child safety seat LATCH and tether anchors, and attaching hardware, should be
inspected after a collision. Ford Motor Company recommends that all safety belt assemblies
used in vehicles involved in a collision be replaced. Page Do not attempt to service, repair, or
modify the air bag supplemental restraint systems or its fuses. See your Ford or Lincoln
Mercury dealer. Modifications to the front end of the vehicle, including frame, Page Seating and
Safety Restraints Children and air bags Children must always be properly restrained. Accident
statistics suggest that children are safer when properly restrained in the rear seating positions
than in the front seating position. Failure to follow these instructions may increase the risk of
injury in a collision. Page Seating and Safety Restraints The air bags inflate and deflate rapidly
upon activation. After air bag deployment, it is normal to notice a smoke-like, powdery residue
or smell the burnt propellant. This may consist of cornstarch, talcum powder to lubricate the
bag or sodium compounds e. Refer to Safety canopy system later in this chapter. Page Do not
attempt to service, repair, or modify the Safety Canopy system, its fuses, the A, B, or C pillar
trim, or the headliner on a vehicle containing a Safety Canopy. All occupants of the vehicle
including the driver should always The design and development of the Safety Canopy system
included recommended testing procedures that were developed by a group of automotive safety
experts known as the Side Airbag Technical Working Group. Page Seating and Safety Restraints
The Safety Canopy is mounted to the roof side-rail sheet metal, behind the headliner, above the
first and second row seats. In certain lateral collisions or rollover events, the Safety Canopy
system will be activated, regardless of which seats are occupied. The Safety Canopy designed
to inflate between the side window area and occupants to further enhance protection provided
in side impact collisions and rollover events. The tone pattern will repeat periodically until the
problem and light are repaired. If any of these things happen, even intermittently, have the SRS
serviced at your dealership or by a qualified technician immediately. Unless serviced, the
system may not function properly in the event of a collision or rollover event. Page To improve
the fit of both the lap and shoulder belt on children who have outgrown child safety seats, Ford
Motor Company recommends use of a belt-positioning booster. Booster seats position a child
so that safety belts fit better. They lift the child up so that the lap belt rests low across the hips
and the knees bend comfortably. Page Seating and Safety Restraints Follow all instructions
provided by the manufacturer of the booster seat. Never use pillows, books, or towels to boost
a child. Page passenger side front and outboard rear seating positions if equipped section in
this chapter. Ford recommends the use of a child safety seat having a top tether strap. Install
the child safety seat in a seating position with a tether anchor. Page Seating and Safety
Restraints Installing child safety seats with combination lap and shoulder belts Air bags can kill
or injure a child in a child seat. NEVER place a rear-facing child seat in front of an active air bag.
If you must use a forward-facing child seat in the front seat, move the seat all the way back.
Page Seating and Safety Restraints 3. Be sure the belt webbing is not twisted. Insert the belt
tongue into the proper buckle the buckle closest to the direction the tongue is coming from for
that seating position until Page Seating and Safety Restraints 7. Pull the lap belt portion across
the child seat toward the buckle and pull up on the shoulder belt while pushing down with your
knee on the child seat. Allow the safety belt to retract to remove any slack in the belt. Page
Seating and Safety Restraints Attaching child safety seats with tether straps Most new
forward-facing child safety seats include a tether strap which goes over the back of the seat and
hooks to an anchoring point. Tether straps are available as an accessory for many older safety
seats. Contact the manufacturer of your child seat for information about ordering a tether strap.
Locate the correct anchor for the selected rear seating position. When placing a child safety
seat in the 2nd row center seating position of the 5 passenger vehicle, the tether straps may be
attached to either of the tether anchors located at the rear of the cargo area. Page Seating and
Safety Restraints 4. Clip the tether strap to the anchor. If the tether strap is clipped incorrectly,
the child safety seat may not be retained properly in the event of a collision. Refer to the
Installing child safety seats in combination lap and shoulder belt seating positions section of
this chapter for further instructions to secure the child safety seat. In a crash, one anchor may
not be strong enough to hold two child safety seat attachments and may break, causing serious
injury or death. They snap onto the LATCH lower anchors in the seat to help attach a child seat
with rigid attachments. Page Seating and Safety Restraints Each time you use the safety seat,
check that the seat is properly attached to the lower anchors and tether anchor. Try to move the
child seat from side to side. Also try to tug the seat forward. Check to see if the anchors hold
the seat in place. ACC, allows the electrical accessories such as the radio to operate while the
engine is not running. Page Driving Make sure the corresponding lights illuminate or illuminate

briefly. If a light fails to illuminate, have the vehicle serviced. Starting the engine 1. Page Brakes
Driving If the engine fails to start using the preceding instructions flexible fuel vehicles only 1.
When the engine starts, release the key, then gradually release the accelerator pedal as the
engine speeds up. This system helps you maintain steering control during emergency stops by
keeping the brakes from locking. Noise from the ABS pump motor and brake pedal pulsation
may be observed during ABS braking; any pulsations or mechanical noise you may feel or hear
is normal. Always set the parking brake fully and make sure that the gearshift is securely
latched in P Park. The parking brake is not recommended to stop a moving vehicle. Page
Driving to cool down. A limited AdvanceTrac function using only engine power reduction will
still help control the wheels from over-spinning. When the brakes have cooled down, the system
will again function normally. Anti-lock braking is not affected by this condition and will function
normally during the cool-down period. Page Driving Aggressive driving in any road conditions
can cause you to lose control of your vehicle increasing the risk of severe personal injury or
property damage. The occurrence of an AdvanceTrac event is an indication that at least some of
the tires have exceeded their ability to grip the road; Page Transmission Operation Driving
Vehicles with a higher center of gravity such as utility and four-wheel drive vehicles handle
differently than vehicles with a lower center of gravity. Utility and four-wheel drive vehicles are
not designed for cornering at speeds as high as passenger cars any more than low-slung sports
cars are designed to perform satisfactorily under off-road conditions. Page Driving 2. Locate the
access cover plate to the brake-shift interlock override. It is located on the underside of the
steering column. Rotate the access panel counterclockwise with a flat head screw driver until it
is lined up to the access hole in the open position. Page Driving 5. Return the cover plate rotate
clockwise to the closed position. Start the vehicle. Page Driving P Park This position locks the
transmission and prevents the rear wheels from turning. Used for improved traction on slippery
roads. As you move closer to the obstacle, the rate of the tone increases. Under normal
conditions, the limited slip axle functions like a standard rear axle. Not intended for use on dry
pavement. Page Driving 4. Press the desired 4WD position. Page Driving pavement only after
reducing your speed. Do not turn the steering wheel too sharply while returning to the road
surface. You may lose control if you do not slow down or if you turn the steering wheel too
sharply or abruptly. The tires may fail and injure a passenger or bystander. This increases
traction, enabling you to drive over terrain and road conditions that a conventional two-wheel
drive vehicle cannot. Power is supplied to all four wheels through a transfer case. Page Ford
Motor Company joins the U. Page Driving possibly rolling over. Whenever driving on a hill,
determine beforehand the route you will use. Do not drive over the crest of a hill without seeing
what conditions are on the other side. Do not drive in reverse over a hill without the aid of an
observer. When climbing a steep slope or hill, start in a lower gear rather than downshifting to a
lower gear from a Page If you nevertheless decide to equip your 4WD for off-road use with tires
larger than what Ford Motor Company recommends, you should not use these tires for highway
driving. Page Failure to follow tire pressure recommendations can adversely affect the way your
vehicle handles. Do not exceed the Ford Motor Company recommended pressure even if it is
less than the maximum pressure allowed for the tire. Page Driving Ford Motor Company
recommends that caution be used with any vehicle equipped with a high load or device such as
ladder racks or pickup box cover. Failure to maintain your vehicle properly may void the
warranty, increase your repair cost, reduce vehicle performance and operational capabilities
and adversely affect driver and passenger safety. Page Driving Maintain steering wheel control
at all times, especially in rough terrain. Since sudden changes in terrain can result in abrupt
steering wheel motion, make sure you grip the steering wheel from the outside. Do not grip the
spokes. Drive cautiously to avoid vehicle damage from concealed objects such as rocks and
stumps. Page Driving If your vehicle gets stuck If your vehicle gets stuck in mud or snow it may
be rocked out by shifting between forward and reverse gears, stopping between shifts, in a
steady pattern. Press lightly on the accelerator in each gear. Do not rock the vehicle if the
engine is not at normal operating temperature or damage to the transmission may occur. Page
Driving Vehicles with a higher center of gravity such as utility and four-wheel drive vehicles
handle differently than vehicles with a lower center of gravity. Page Do not use a size and type
of tire and wheel other than that originally provided by Ford Motor Company because it can
affect the safety and performance of your vehicle, which could lead to loss of vehicle control or
rollover and serious injury. Page Ford Motor Company recommends that caution be used with
any vehicle equipped with a high load or device such as ladder racks or pickup box cover.
Loaded vehicles may handle differently than unloaded vehicles. Extra precautions, such as
slower speeds and increased stopping distance, should be taken when driving a heavily loaded
vehicle. Do not exceed the maximum loads listed on the Safety Compliance Certification label.
Contact your local Ford dealership for assistance in proper trailer tow wiring installation.

Additional electrical equipment may be required. Servicing after towing If you tow a trailer for
long distances, your vehicle will require more frequent service intervals. Refer to your
scheduled maintenance guide for more information. This program is separate from the New
Vehicle Limited Warranty. Page Hazard Flasher Switch Roadside Emergencies Canadian
customers who require roadside assistance, call 1â€”â€”â€” If you need to arrange roadside
assistance for yourself, Ford Motor Company will reimburse a reasonable amount. To obtain
reimbursement information, U. Ford or Mercury vehicles customers call ; Lincoln vehicle
customers call 1â€”â€”â€” Use the following procedure to reset the fuel pump shut-off switch.
Turn the ignition to the OFF position. Check the fuel system for leaks. Page Roadside
Emergencies Note: Always replace a fuse with one that has the specified amperage rating.
Using a fuse with a higher amperage rating can cause severe wire damage and could start a fire.
To remove a fuse use the fuse puller tool provided on the fuse panel box. Page Roadside
Emergencies Passenger compartment fuse panel top side These relays are located on the
reverse side of the passenger compartment fuse panel. See your dealer or a certified technician
for service of this relay box. Page Roadside Emergencies Power distribution box The power
distribution box is located in the engine compartment. Always disconnect the battery before
servicing high current fuses. To reduce risk of electrical shock, always replace the cover to the
Power Distribution Box before reconnecting the battery or refilling fluid reservoirs. The use of
tire sealants is not recommended and may compromise the integrity of your tires. Page
Roadside Emergencies When one of the rear wheels is off the ground, the transmission alone
will not prevent the vehicle from moving or slipping off the jack, even if the transmission is in P
Park. Note: Passengers should not remain in the vehicle when the vehicle is being jacked. Page
Roadside Emergencies Removing the jack and tools 1. Open liftgate and remove the carpeted
floor lid and jack cover. Turn jack screw eyelet counterclockwise and remove the jack from the
bracket. Remove the tools from the provided bag. Rotate the wrench socket out from the
handle. Page Roadside Emergencies Removing the spare tire Do not use an impact wrench on
the winch drive nut. This will damage the spare tire winch. Open the cover from the carpeting on
cargo floor to expose the winch drive nut. Page Roadside Emergencies 3. Turn the wrench
counterclockwise until the tire is lowered to the ground and the cable has slack. When turning
the wrench, make sure that it does not scuff the kick plate. Slide the tire rearward, lift one side
and remove the retainer from the spare tire. Assemble the jack handle extension on the lug nut
wrench by sliding the square end of the jack handle through the plastic grommet on the lug nut
wrench and into the square hole on the other side. If equipped with a two-piece extension,
assemble the two-piece extension by sliding the two halves Page Roadside Emergencies To
lessen the risk of personal injury, do not put any part of your body under the vehicle while
changing a tire. Do not start the engine when your vehicle is on the jack. The jack is only meant
for changing the tire. The spare tire carrier will not allow you to overtighten. If the spare tire
carrier ratchets or slips with little effort, take the vehicle to your dealer for assistance at your
earliest convenience. Page Roadside Emergencies Preparing your vehicle When the battery is
disconnected or a new battery is installed, the transmission must relearn its shift strategy. This
operation is considered normal and will not affect function or durability of the transmission.
Page Roadside Emergencies 2. Connect the negative - cable to the negative - terminal of the
assisting battery. Make the final connection of the negative - cable to the provided jumpstarting
bolt. Page Roadside Emergencies 4. Page Roadside Emergencies 5. Ensure that the cables are
clear of fan blades, belts, moving parts of both engines, or any fuel delivery system parts. Jump
starting 1. Start the engine of the booster vehicle and run the engine at moderately increased
speed. After the disabled vehicle has been started and the jumper cables removed, allow it to
idle for several minutes so the engine computer can relearn its idle conditions. Page Wrecker
Towing It is recommended that your vehicle be towed with a wheel lift or flatbed equipment. Do
not tow with a slingbelt. Ford Motor Company has not approved a slingbelt towing procedure.
Away from home If you own a Ford or Mercury vehicle and are away from home when your
vehicle needs service, or if you need more help than the dealership could provide, after
following the steps described above, contact the Ford Customer Relationship Center to find an
authorized dealership to help you. Page P. If you did not take advantage of the Ford Extended
Service Plan at the time of purchasing your vehicle, you may still be eligible. Please contact
your dealer for further information. Since this information is subject to The decisions of the
Board are binding on Ford and, in some cases, on the dealer but not on consumers who are free
to pursue other remedies available to them under state or federal law. Telephone: FAX: If you
are in another foreign country, contact the nearest Ford dealership. If the dealership employees
cannot help you, they can direct you to the nearest Ford affiliate office. If you buy your vehicle
in North America and then relocate outside of the U. Page Reporting Safety Defects U. ENGINE
Engines are more efficient when they are clean because grease and dirt buildup keep the engine

warmer than normal. Page Use only approved products to clean plastic parts. These products
are available from your dealer. These quality products have been specifically engineered to
fulfill your automotive needs; they are custom designed to complement the style and
appearance of your vehicle. Inside the vehicle, pull the hood release handle located under the
bottom left corner of the instrument panel. Page Maintenance and Specifications 2. Go to the
front of the vehicle and release the auxiliary latch that is located under the front center of the
hood. Lift the hood. Engine coolant reservoir 2. Engine oil filler cap 3. Engine oil dipstick 4.
Brake fluid reservoir 5. Power distribution box 6. Battery 7. Power steering fluid reservoir 8.
Page Maintenance and Specifications 4. Engine oil dipstick 3. Brake fluid reservoir 4. Power
distribution box 5. Battery 6. Power steering fluid reservoir 7. Engine oil filler cap 8. Air filter
assembly 9. Windshield washer fluid reservoir Page Add fluid to fill the reservoir if the level is
low. In very cold weather, do not fill the reservoir completely. Refer to Lubricant specifications
in the Capacities and specifications chapter. Make sure the vehicle is on level ground. Turn the
engine off and wait a few minutes for the oil to drain into the oil pan. Wipe the indicator clean.
Insert the indicator fully, then remove it again. Some oil must be removed from the engine by a
service technician. Put the indicator back in and ensure it is fully seated. Adding engine oil 1.
Page Ford production and aftermarket Motorcraft oil filters are designed for added engine
protection and long life. If a replacement oil filter is used that does not meet Ford Material and
design specifications, start-up engine noises or knock may be experienced. However, for severe
usage or in high temperature climates, check the battery electrolyte level. Refer to the
scheduled maintenance guide for the service interval schedules. Lift the battery with a battery
carrier or with your hands on opposite corners. Page Maintenance and Specifications If the
battery has been disconnected or a new battery has been installed, the clock and the preset
radio stations must be reset once the battery is reconnected. Follow your local authorized
standards for disposal. Page Maintenance and Specifications When the engine is cold, check
the level of the engine coolant in the reservoir. For vehicles with overflow coolant systems with
a non-pressurized cap on the coolant recovery system, add coolant to the coolant recovery
reservoir when the engine is cool. Page Operating an engine with a low level of coolant can
result in engine overheating and possible engine damage. Recycled engine coolant Ford Motor
Company recommends the use of a recycled engine coolant produced by Ford-approved
processes in vehicles originally equipped with Motorcraft Premium Engine Coolant
green-colored. Page Maintenance and Specifications What you should know about fail-safe
cooling 4. Page Fuel Information Maintenance and Specifications 3. If this is not possible, wait a
short period for the engine to cool. Check the coolant level and replenish if low. Never remove
the coolant reservoir cap while the engine is running or hot. Fuels such as gasoline and ethanol
are highly toxic and if swallowed can cause death or permanent injury. Page Maintenance and
Specifications and sugar cane. When ethanol is used in the making of motor fuels, a small
amount of a bad tasting chemical is added to discourage beverage use. The use of leaded fuel
is prohibited by law and could damage your vehicle. Gasolines that meet the World-wide Fuel
Charter should be used when available. Page The customer warranty may be void for any
damage to the fuel tank or fuel system if the correct genuine Ford or Motorcraft fuel filler cap is
not used. The fuel system may be under pressure. If the fuel filler cap is venting vapor or if you
hear a hissing sound, wait until it stops before completely removing the fuel filler cap. Page
Maintenance and Specifications If you do not use the proper fuel filler cap, excessive pressure
or vacuum in the fuel tank may damage the fuel system or cause the fuel cap to disengage in a
collision, which may result in possible personal injury. Page Maintenance and Specifications
during summer and winter will show how temperature impacts fuel economy. In general, lower
temperatures give lower fuel economy. Driving style â€” good driving and fuel economy habits
Give consideration to the lists that follow and you may be able to change a number of variables
and improve your fuel economy. Page If other than Ford, Motorcraft or Ford-authorized parts are
used for maintenance replacements or for service of components affecting emission control,
such non-Ford parts should be equivalent to genuine Ford Motor Company parts in
performance and durability. This OBD-II system protects the environment by ensuring that your
vehicle continues to meet government emission standards. Page Use only fluid that meets Ford
specifications. Refer to Lubricant Specifications in this chapter. Page 10 to 12 inches or limited
production tires as defined in Title 49 Code of Federal Regulations Part Department of
Transportation-Tire quality grades: The U. Department of Transportation requires Ford to give
you the following information about tire grades exactly as the government has written it. Page
Maintenance and Specifications The traction grade assigned to this tire is based on
straight-ahead braking traction tests, and does not include acceleration, cornering,
hydroplaning or peak traction characteristics. Page Make sure that all replacement tires are of
the same size, type, load-carrying capacity and tread design as originally offered by Ford. Page

Low Tire Warning System Maintenance and Specifications Tire pressure monitoring system
TPMS if equipped The tire pressure monitoring system provides the driver with a warning
message indicating when tire pressure is severely low or high. This system is a supplement to
normal tire maintenance including regular manual inspections. Page The tires on your vehicle
have all-weather treads to provide traction in rain and snow. However, in some climates, using
snow tires or traction devices may be necessary. See your dealer or qualified service technician
for more information on tire cables for your vehicle. If a spark plug needs to be replaced, use
only spark plugs with the service number suffix letter as shown on the engine decal. Refer to
your scheduled maintenance guide to determine the correct service interval. Page Maintenance
and Specifications 6. Model year 7. Assembly plant 8. Production sequence number Engine
number The engine number the last eight numbers of the vehicle identification number is
stamped on the engine block, transmission, frame and transfer case if equipped. These quality
accessories have been specifically engineered to fulfill your automotive needs; they are custom
designed to complement the style and aerodynamic appearance of your vehicle. Page Index
Index acid, treating emergencies.. Page Index Engine oil Page Index Hood Page Index Pedals
see Power adjustable belt minder Page Index treadwear Print page 1 Print document pages.
Cancel Delete. Sign In OR. Don't have an account? Sign up! Restore password. Upload from
disk. Upload from URL. Instrument Cluster. Warning and control lights. Entertainment Systems.
Rear seat controls. Climate Controls. Manual heating and air conditioning. Rear passenger
climate control. Rear window defroster. Driver Controls. Steering wheel adjustment. Power
windows. Speed control. Locks and Security. Anti-theft system. Ford motor company
automobile quick reference guide 2 pages. Ford motor company ford taurus owner's guide
pages. Page 3 Ford Motor Company. Ford may change the contents without notice and without
incurring obligation. Page 4: Introduction State of California to cause cancer and birth defects
or other reproductive harm. Please take the time to get well acquainted with your vehicle by
reading this handbook. The more you know and understand about your vehicle the greater the
safety and pleasure you will derive from driving it. In this guide, answers to such questions are
contained in comments highlighted by the warning triangle symbol. Failure to follow the
specific warnings and instructions could result in personal injury. Front seat mounted rear
facing child or infant seats should NEVER be used in front of a passenger side air bag unless
the air bag can be and is turned OFF. Page 8: Vehicle Symbol Glossary Introduction These are
some of the symbols you may see on your vehicle. Continued driving with this light on may
cause the Check Engine warning light to come on. Brake system warning light: To confirm the
brake system warning light is functional, it will Page 12 Instrument Cluster Safety belt: Reminds
you to fasten your safety belt. A chime will also sound to remind you to fasten your safety belt.
Charging system: Illuminates when the battery is not charging properly. Turns CONT off when
the speed control system is deactivated. Turn signal: Illuminates when the left or right turn
signal or the hazard lights are turned on. If the indicators stay on or flash faster, check for a
burned out bulb. Page 14 Instrument Cluster Engine coolant temperature gauge: Indicates
engine coolant temperature. If it enters the red section, the engine is overheating. Stop the
vehicle as soon as safely possible, switch off the engine and let the engine cool. Page 15
Instrument Cluster Battery voltage gauge: Indicates the battery voltage when the ignition is in
the ON position. Engine oil pressure gauge: Indicates engine oil pressure. Page 17
Entertainment Systems 5. EJ eject : Press to eject a CD. The compression icon c will appear in
the display. Page 18 Due to technical incompatibility, certain recordable and re-recordable
compact discs may not function correctly when used in Ford CD players. Irregular shaped CDs,
CDs with a scratch protection film attached, and CDs with homemade paper adhesive labels
should not be inserted into the CD player. The label may peel and cause the CD to become
jammed. Press again to stop. Page 20 Due to technical incompatibility, certain recordable and
re-recordable compact discs may not function correctly when used in Ford CD players. Page 21
Entertainment Systems 9. Clock: Press and hold to set the clock. If your vehicle has a stand
alone clock this control will not function. Page 22 Entertainment Systems Side 1â€”2: Works in
tape mode only. Press to play reverse side of the tape. Fast Forward FF : Press for a slow
advance, press and hold for a fast advance. Rewind REW : Press for a slow rewind, press and
hold for a fast rewind. CD: Press to select CD mode. Page 24 Due to technical incompatibility,
certain recordable and re-recordable compact discs may not function correctly when used in
Ford CD players. Page 25 Entertainment Systems Load: Press to load a CD. Press and hold to
load up to six discs. Eject: Press to eject a CD. Press and hold to eject all loaded discs. Press
DSP to access the ambiance menu. Page 28 Due to technical incompatibility, certain recordable
and re-recordable compact discs may not function correctly when used in Ford CD players. Fan
speed adjustment: Controls the volume of air circulated in the vehicle. Temperature selection:
Controls the temperature of the airflow in the vehicle. Air flow selections: Controls the direction

of the airflow in the vehicle. Modulate the temperature control to maintain comfort. Set the fan
speed to HI 4. Direct the outer instrument panel vents towards the side windows To increase
airflow to the outer instrument panel vents, close the vents located in the middle of the
instrument panel. Turns on the parking lamps, instrument panel lamps, license plate lamps and
tail lamps. Turns the headlamps on. Page 32 Lights High beams Push the lever toward the
instrument panel to activate. Pull the lever towards you to deactivate. Flash to pass Pull the
lever toward you to activate. Release the lever to deactivate. If your vehicle is involved in an
accident or if you have problems fixing the alignment of your headlamps, have them checked by
a qualified service technician. Page 34 Lights 5. Locate the vertical adjuster for each headlamp.
Adjust the aim by turning the adjuster control either clockwise to adjust down or
counterclockwise to adjust up. Note: Use a 4 mm socket or box wrench to turn the vertical
adjuster control. Replacing headlamp bulbs Do not touch the glass of a halogen bulb. Page 36
Lights 6. Grasp the bulb only by its plastic base and do not touch the glass. The oil from your
hand could cause the bulb to break the next time the headlamps are operated. Remove the two
screws from the lamps assembly. Remove the lamp assembly. Rotate the bulb socket
counterclockwise and remove it from the lamp assembly. Page 38 Lights Replacing license
plate lamp bulbs 1. Make sure the headlamp switch is in the OFF position and then remove two
screws and the license plate lamp assembly. Remove the bulb socket from the lamp assembly
by turning counterclockwise and pull the bulb straight out. Speed dependent wipers: When the
wiper control is on, the speed of the wipers will automatically adjust with the vehicle speed. Pull
the wiper arm away from the vehicle. Turn the blade at an angle from the wiper arm. Push the
lock pin manually to release the blade and pull the wiper blade down toward the windshield to
remove it from the arm. Pull the door down to open. The storage compartment may be used to
secure sunglasses or a similar object. Install a garage door opener if equipped The storage
compartment can be used to hold a variety of aftermarket garage door openers. NOTE: Power
outlets are designed for accessory plugs only. Do not hang any type of accessory or accessory
bracket from the plug. Improper use of the power outlet can cause damage not covered by your
warranty. Press and hold the bottom part of the rocker switch to open the window. Press and
hold the top part of the rocker switch to close the window. Do not use the speed control in
heavy traffic or on roads that are winding, slippery Resuming a set speed Press the RSM
resume control and release it. This will automatically return the vehicle to the previously set
speed. This will not erase your vehicles previously set speed. Page 50 Driver Controls To vent
the moon roof: press and hold the control. The moon roof must be in the closed position in
order to move it into the vent position. To close, press and hold the control until the glass panel
stops moving. Page 51 Driver Controls Note: The compass reading may be affected when
driving near large buildings, bridges, power lines and broadcast antennas. Magnetic or metallic
objects place on or in the vehicle may also affect the compass reading. Make sure that the mat
does not interfere with the operation of the accelerator or the brake pedal. Page 53 Driver
Controls Rewinding the shade With extended use, the cargo shade may lose its spring tension.
If this occurs, the shade must be manually rewound. This is a two-person operation. Remove
the shade from the vehicle and extend it with the smooth grain facing you. To open the liftgate
window: 1. Unlock the liftgate using either the key or power door lock control. Push the key lock
cylinder in. The maximum recommended load is 44kg lbs , evenly distributed. If it is not
possible to distribute the load, position it as far rearward as possible. Use the tiedown loops to
secure the load. In case of loss, replacement keys are available from your dealer. You should
always carry a second key with you in a safe place in case you require it in an emergency. If
there is any potential remote keyless entry problem with your vehicle, ensure ALL remote entry
transmitters are taken to the dealership, to aid in troubleshooting. Page 58 Locks and Security
Sounding a panic alarm Press to activate the alarm. The horn will sound for a maximum of 30
seconds and the parklamps will flash for a maximum of 3 minutes. Press again or turn the
ignition to ON to deactivate, or wait for the alarm to timeout in 3 minutes. Page 59 Locks and
Security How to reprogram your remote entry transmitters You must have all remote entry
transmitters maximum of four available before beginning this procedure. To reprogram the
remote entry transmitters: 1. Ensure the vehicle is electronically unlocked. Put the key in the
ignition. Page 60 Locks and Security When pressing the controls on the keypad, press the
middle of the controls to ensure a good activation. Programming a personal entry code To
create your own personal entry code: 1. Enter the factory set code. You do not need to enter the
keypad code first. Note: The interior lamps will turn off. Page 62 Programming spare keys for
instructions on how to program the coded key. Note: The SecuriLock passive anti-theft system
is not compatible with non-Ford aftermarket remote start systems. Use of these systems may
result in vehicle starting problems and a loss of security protection. Page 63 Locks and Security
Note: Large metallic objects, electronic devices that are used to purchase gasoline or similar

items, or a second coded key on the same key chain may cause vehicle starting issues. You
need to prevent these objects from touching the coded key while starting the engine. These
objects will not cause damage to the coded key, but may cause a momentary issue if they are
too close to the key when starting the engine. The key codes need to be erased from your
vehicle and new coded keys will need to be programmed. Page 65 Locks and Security 3. Turn
the ignition to the 3 OFF position, and remove the coded key from the ignition. Within ten
seconds of removing the previously programmed coded key, insert the other previously
programmed coded key into the ignition. Do not pile cargo higher than the seatbacks to avoid
injury in a collision or sudden stop. Page 67 Seating and Safety Restraints Adjusting the front
manual seat Pull the lever located at the front edge of the seat to move the seat forward or
backward. Release the lever to lock the seat in place. Adjusting the front power seat if equipped
The control is located on the outboard side of the seat cushion. Page 68 Seating and Safety
Restraints Reclining the seats Pull the lever located on the outside of the seat to recline the
seatback. Release the lever to lock the seatback in place. This may result in loss of vehicle
control and severe personal injury. To operate the feature: 1. Lift the seatback control 1 on the
side of the seat or push forward control 2. Page 70 Seating and Safety Restraints Push or pull
the head restraint to the desired position. Folding rear seats The rear seat adjustable head
restraints should be placed in the full down position before folding the seat back down. Pull the
release up to unlatch the seatback. Press down on the top outboard area of the seatback until a
click is heard. When you hear the click, the seat is latched. Page 72 Seating and Safety
Restraints Never let a passenger hold a child on his or her lap while the vehicle is moving. The
passenger cannot protect the child from injury in a collision. All occupants of the vehicle,
including the driver, should always properly wear their safety belts, even when an air bag SRS
is provided. As the belt retracts, you will hear a clicking sound. When you hear the clicking
sound, the safety belt is now in the automatic locking mode. Page 75 Seating and Safety
Restraints Front safety belt height adjustment Adjust the height of the shoulder belt so the belt
rests across the middle of your shoulder. To adjust the shoulder belt height, push the button
and slide the height adjuster up or down. Release the button and pull down on the height
adjuster to make sure it is locked in place. Page 76 Seating and Safety Restraints 2. To
unfasten, push the release button and remove the tongue from the buckle. The front and rear
outboard safety restraints in the vehicle are combination lap and shoulder belts. The front
passenger and rear seat outboard safety belts have two types of locking modes described
below: Safety belt pretensioner Your vehicle is equipped with safety belt pretensioners at the
driver and Page 78 Seating and Safety Restraints If Page 79 Seating and Safety Restraints
Reasons given Page Air Bags if equipped , LATCH child seat tether anchors and lower anchors
if equipped , and attaching hardware, should be inspected after a collision. Ford Motor
Company recommends that all safety belt assemblies used in vehicles involved in a collision be
replaced. Page 82 This information will assist Ford Motor Company in servicing the vehicle and
in helping to better understand real world collisions and further improve the safety of future
vehicles. Page 83 Do not attempt to service, repair, or modify the air bag supplemental restraint
systems or its fuses. See your Ford or Lincoln Mercury dealer. Modifying or adding equipment
to the front end of the vehicle Page 84 Seating and Safety Restraints How does the air bag
supplemental restraint system work? The air bag SRS is designed to activate when the vehicle
sustains a longitudinal deceleration sufficient to cause the air bag sensors to close an electrical
circuit that initiates air bag inflation. Do not touch them after inflation. If the air bag has
deployed, the air bag will not function again and must be replaced immediately. Page 86 To
improve the fit of lap and shoulder belts on children who have outgrown child safety seats, Ford
recommends use of a belt-positioning booster seat that is labeled as conforming to all
applicable Federal motor vehicle safety standards. Belt-positioning booster seats raise the child
and provide a shorter, firmer seating cushion that encourages safer seating posture and better
fit of lap and shoulder belts on the child. Page 87 To improve the fit of both the lap and shoulder
belt on children who have outgrown child safety seats, Ford Motor Company recommends use
of a belt-positioning booster. Booster seats position a child so that safety belts fit better. They
lift the child up so that the lap belt rests low across the hips and the knees bend comfortably.
Page 89 Seating and Safety Restraints Follow all instructions provided by the manufacturer of
the booster seat. Never use pillows, books, or towels to boost a child. Page 90 passenger side
front and outboard rear seating positions if equipped section in this chapter. Ford recommends
the use of a child safety seat having a top tether strap. Install the child safety seat in a seating
position which is capable of providing a tether anchorage. Page 91 Seating and Safety
Restraints Children 12 and under should be properly restrained in the rear seat whenever
possible. Position the child safety seat in a seat with a combination lap and shoulder belt. Pull
down on the shoulder belt and then grasp the shoulder belt and lap belt together. Page 92

Seating and Safety Restraints 4. Insert the belt tongue into the proper buckle the buckle closest
to the direction the tongue is coming from for that seating position until you hear a snap and
feel the latch engage. Make sure the tongue is latched securely by pulling on it. Page 93 Seating
and Safety Restraints 8. Allow the safety belt to retract to remove any slack in the belt. Before
placing the child in the seat, forcibly tilt the seat forward and back to make sure the seat is
securely held in place. To check this, grab the seat at the belt path and attempt to move it side
to side and forward and back. Page 94 Seating and Safety Restraints 3. Locate the correct
anchor for the selected rear seating position. Clip the tether strap to the anchor. If the tether
strap is clipped incorrectly, the child safety seat may not be retained properly in the event of a
collision. Page 95 Seating and Safety Restraints Attaching safety seats with LATCH Lower
Anchors and Tethers for Children attachments for child seat anchors Some child safety seats
have two rigid or webbing mounted attachments that connect to two anchors at certain seating
positions in your vehicle. This type of child seat eliminates the need to use seat belts to attach
the child seat. Page 96 Seating and Safety Restraints The lower anchors for child seat
installation are located at the rear section of the rear seat between the cushion and seat back.
LOCK, locks the steering wheel and allows key removal. OFF, shuts off the engine and all
accessories without locking the steering wheel. Page 98 Driving Do not park, idle, or drive your
vehicle in dry grass or other dry ground cover. The emission system heats up the engine
compartment and exhaust system, which can start a fire. Do not start your vehicle in a closed
garage or in other enclosed areas. If starting a vehicle with a manual transmission: 1. Make sure
the parking brake is set. Push the clutch pedal to the floor. Starting the engine 1. If there is
difficulty in turning the key, rotate the steering wheel until the key turns freely. If a
metal-to-metal, continuous grinding or continuous squeal sound is present, the brake linings
may be worn-out and should be inspected by a qualified service technician. If the vehicle has
continuous vibration or shudder in the steering wheel while braking, the vehicle should be
inspected by a qualified service technician. Page Driving Parking brake To set the parking brake
1 , press the parking brake pedal down until the pedal stops. To release, pull the lever 2. Always
set the parking brake fully and make sure that the gearshift is securely latched in P Park
automatic transmission or in 1 First manual transmission. Under normal conditions, the
Traction-Lok axle functions like a standard rear axle. Page Driving If you cannot move the
gearshift lever out of P Park with ignition in the ON position and the brake pedal depressed: 1.
Apply the parking brake, turn ignition key to LOCK, then remove the key. Insert the key and turn
it to OFF. Apply the brake pedal and shift to N Neutral. Page Driving Driving with a 5â€”speed
automatic transmission if equipped Your transmission is equipped with an adaptive learning
strategy found in the vehicle computer. This feature is designed to increase durability, and
provide consistent shift feel over the life of the vehicle. Page Driving Overdrive The normal
driving position for the best fuel economy. Overdrive can be deactivated by pressing the
transmission control switch on the end of the gearshift lever. Drive not shown Drive is activated
when the transmission control switch is pressed. Page Driving If your vehicle gets stuck in mud
or snow If your vehicle gets stuck in mud or snow, it may be rocked out by shifting from forward
and reverse gears, stopping between shifts in a steady pattern. Press lightly on the accelerator
in each gear. Do not rock the vehicle if the engine is not at normal operating temperature or
damage to the transmission may occur. If these lights illuminate when driving in 2WD, contact
your Ford dealer as soon as possible. Electronic shift on the fly 4WD system 2WD - Power to the
rear wheels only; used for street and highway Not intended for use on dry pavement. Intended
only for off-road applications such as deep sand, steep grades or pulling heavy objects. Page
Driving You should either know the terrain or examine maps of the area before driving. Map out
your route before driving in the area. To maintain steering and braking control of your vehicle,
you must have all four wheels on the ground and they must be rolling, not sliding or spinning.
Basic operating principles Maintain steering wheel control at all times, especially in rough
terrain; The tires may fail and injure a passenger or bystander. Page Driving Parking On some
4WD vehicles, when the transfer case is in the N Neutral position, the engine and transmission
are disconnected from the rest of the driveline. Therefore, the vehicle is free to roll even if the
automatic transmission is in P Park or the manual transmission is in gear. Do not leave the
vehicle unattended with the transfer case in N Neutral position. Page Ford joins the U. Page
Maintenance and Modifications Ford strongly recommends that you do not add or remove
steering or suspension parts such as lift kits or stabilizer bars or by using replacement parts
not equivalent to the original factory equipment. It does not include occupants or aftermarket
equipment. Page Driving Always ensure that the weight of occupants, cargo and equipment is
within the weight limitations, including both gross vehicle weight and front and rear gross axle
weight rating limits. For your safety and to maximize vehicle performance, be sure to use the
proper equipment while towing. Towing trailers beyond the maximum recommended gross

trailer weight exceeds the limit of the vehicle and could result in engine damage, transmission
damage, structural damage, loss of vehicle control, vehicle rollover and personal injury. Contact
your local Ford dealership for assistance in proper trailer tow wiring installation. Additional
electrical equipment may be required. This program is separate from the New Vehicle Limited
Warranty. To obtain reimbursement information, U. Ford or Mercury vehicles customers call ;
Lincoln vehicle customers call 1â€”â€”â€” Canadian customers who need to obtain
reimbursement information, call 1â€”â€”â€” To reset the switch: 1. Turn the ignition OFF. Check
the fuel system for leaks. If no leaks are apparent, reset the switch by pushing in on the reset
button. Page Roadside Emergencies Spare tire information The spare tire on your vehicle can
be used as a spare tire or a regular tire. Your spare tire and tools can be found in the following
locations: Tool Location Spare Tire under the vehicle, just in front of the rear bumper Jack, lug
nut wrench in the cargo area on the left rear quarter Page Roadside Emergencies To stow the
spare tire 1. Lay the tire on the ground with the valve stem facing up. Slide the wheel under the
vehicle. Install the retainer through the wheel center. Turn the lug wrench clockwise until the
tire is in its original position. Page Roadside Emergencies 5. Turn off the ignition. To change the
tire: Note: Passengers should not remain in the vehicle when the vehicle is being jacked. Block
both the front and rear of the wheel diagonally opposite the flat tire. For example, if the right
front tire is flat, block the left rear wheel. Page Roadside Emergencies To lessen the risk of
personal injury, do not put any part of your body under the vehicle while changing a tire. Do not
start the engine when your vehicle is on the jack. The jack is only meant for changing the tire.
The spare tire carrier will not allow you to overtighten. If the spare tire carrier ratchets or slips
with little effort, take the vehicle to your dealer for assistance at your earliest convenience. Page
Roadside Emergencies 4. Check all battery terminals and remove any excessive corrosion
before you attach the battery cables. Ensure that vent caps are tight and level. Turn the heater
fan on in both vehicles to protect any electrical surges. Turn all other accessories off.
Connecting the jumper cables 1. Page Roadside Emergencies 3. Connect the negative - cable to
the negative - terminal of the assisting battery. Page Roadside Emergencies Jump starting 1.
Start the engine of the booster vehicle and run the engine at moderately increased speed. Start
the engine of the disabled vehicle. Once the disabled vehicle has been started, run both engines
for an additional three minutes before disconnecting the jumper cables. After the disabled
vehicle has been started and the jumper cables removed, allow it to idle for several minutes so
the engine computer can relearn its idle conditions. Page Wrecker Towing Ford recommends
your vehicle be towed with a wheel lift or flatbed. Do not tow with a slingbelt. Ford Motor
Company has not approved a Away from home If you own a Ford or Mercury vehicle and are
away from home when your vehicle needs service, or if you need more help than the dealership
could provide, after following the steps described above, contact the Ford Customer
Relationship Center to find an authorized dealership to help you. Page P. If you did not take
advantage of the Ford Extended Service Plan at the time of purchasing your vehicle, you may
still be eligible. Please contact your dealer for further information. Since this information is
subject to The decisions of the Board are binding on Ford and, in some cases, on the dealer but
not on consumers who are free to pursue other remedies available to them under state or
federal law. And Canada If your vehicle must be serviced while you are traveling or living in
Central or South America, the Caribbean, or the Middle East, contact the nearest Ford
dealership. Page Ordering Additional Owner's Literature Items in this catalog may be purchased
by credit card holders only. Page Reporting Safety Defects U. ENGINE Engines are more
efficient when they are clean because grease and dirt buildup keep the engine warmer than
normal. Page Use only approved products to clean plastic parts. These products are available
from your dealer. These quality products have been specifically engineered to fulfill your
automotive needs; they are custom designed to complement the style and appearance of your
vehicle. Inside the vehicle, pull the hood release handle. Go to the front of the vehicle and
release the latch located in the center between the hood and the grille. Lift the hood. Page
Engine Oil Add fluid to fill the reservoir if the level is low. In very cold weather, do not fill the
reservoir completely. Use washer fluid that meets Ford specifications. Check State or local
regulations for restrictions on the use of methanol, a common windshield washer fluid additive.
Page Maintenance and Specifications 5. Remove the engine oil dipstick and wipe clean. Insert
the dipstick fully, then remove it again. If the oil level is low, add enough oil to raise the level to
within the acceptable range. Note: Oil levels above the mark indicating full may cause engine
damage. It is also recommended that you use the appropriate Motorcraft oil filter or an
equivalent filter meeting the Ford Motor Company specification for your engine. Change your
engine oil and filter according to the Scheduled Maintenance Guide. Page Maintenance and
Specifications For longer, trouble-free operation, keep the top of the battery clean and dry. Also,
make certain the battery cables are always tightly fastened to the battery terminals. If you see

any corrosion on the battery or terminals, remove the cables from the terminals and clean with a
wire brush. Drive the vehicle to complete the relearning process. When the engine is cold,
check the level of the engine coolant in the reservoir. Page If sprayed on the windshield, engine
coolant could make it difficult to see through the windshield. Page Recycled engine coolant
Ford Motor Company does NOT recommend the use of recycled engine coolant in vehicles
originally equipped with Motorcraft Premium Gold Engine Coolant since a Ford-approved
recycling process is not yet available. Page Fuel Information Maintenance and Specifications
Fill your engine coolant reservoir as outlined in Adding engine coolant in this chapter. Page
Maintenance and Specifications If the fuel filler cap is venting vapor or if you hear a hissing
sound, wait until it stops before completely removing the fuel filler cap. Otherwise, fuel may
spray out and cause injury. If you do not use the proper fuel filler cap, excessive pressure or
vacuum in the fuel tank may damage the fuel system or cause the fuel cap to disengage in a
collision, which may result in personal injury. Page Aftermarket products could cause damage
to the fuel system and invalidate your warranty. Running out of fuel Running out of fuel may
have an adverse affect on powertrain Fuel filler cap When fueling: 1. Page Maintenance and
Specifications The advertised capacity is the amount of the indicated capacity and the empty
reserve combined. Indicated capacity is the difference in the amount of fuel in a full tank and a
tank when the fuel gauge indicates empty. Consult your Warranty Guide for emission warranty
information. Exhaust leaks may result in harmful and potentially lethal fumes entering the
passenger compartment. It is unlawful to intentionally remove an emission control device or
prevent it from working. Page Maintenance and Specifications 2. Drive in stop-and-go traffic for
at least 20 minutes with a minimum of four idle periods. The engine must warm up to its normal
operating temperature. Once started, do not turn off the engine until the above drive cycle is
complete. Page Maintenance and Specifications Low fluid level Do not drive the vehicle if the
fluid level is at or below the bottom of the dipstick. Page 5. Install and tighten the fill plug
securely. Use only fluid that meets Ford specifications. Refer to Lubricant Specifications in this
chapter. Page 10 to 12 inches or limited production tires as defined in Title 49 Code of Federal
Regulations Part Department of Transportation-Tire quality grades: The U. Department of
Transportation requires Ford to give you the following information about tire grades exactly as
the government has written it. Page Maintenance and Specifications The traction grade
assigned to this tire is based on straight-ahead braking traction tests, and does not include
acceleration, cornering, hydroplaning or peak traction characteristics. If your tires wear
unevenly, have them checked. Page Make sure that all replacement tires are of the same size,
type, load-carrying capacity and tread design as originally offered by Ford. Page Part Numbers
Your tires have all-weather treads to provide traction in the rain and snow. In some climate,
using snow tires or traction devices may be necessary. See your dealer for more information.
Page Lubricant Specifications Add ml 4 oz. Service refill capacity for the manual transmission is
determined by filling the transmission to the bottom of the filler hole with the vehicle on a level
surface. These quality accessories have been specifically engineered to fulfill your automotive
needs; they are custom designed to complement the style and aerodynamic appearance of your
vehicle. Page Cruise control see Speed service points Page Index Garage door opener Page
Index Spark plugs, specifications Page Index Windshield washer fluid and wipers This manual
is also suitable for: Explorer sport explorer sport U explorer sport. Print page 1 Print document
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comes with 4WD for better traction on unstable surfaces, like snow and dirt to give you the edge
over anything you might encounter on the road. A Ford with as few miles as this one is a rare
find. This Explorer XLT was gently driven and it shows. Our No Hassle Internet Pricing mission
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over vehicle listings hourly. This ensures our customers receive real-time No Hassle Pricing on
every pre-owned vehicle we sell. W e do not artificially inflate our prices in hopes of winning a
negotiating contest with our customers! Our pricing is based on actual transactions. After doing
business from New Hampshire to California we find this approach is by far the best for our
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down to our N freeway, Pueblo location today to test drive and make an offer on your next
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